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Vijñaa na Bhairava
Selection of fragments from the book of Swami Lakshman Joo and Jaideva Singh.

The Vijñaana Bhairava, one of the basic AAgamas containing the spiritual practice of the non-dualistic
SZaivism of Kashmir, … . It has been considered authoritative by all the masters of the SZaiva tradition
of Kashmir, such as Somaananda, Abhinavagupta, Kswemaraaja and Jayaratha. It is called the essence of
the Rudrayaamala Tantra, which is now lost in its entirety. (…) Abhinavagupta shows his great respect
for the Vijñaana Bhairava by calling it SZivavijñaanopaniswad, 'the Secret Teaching (of the mystical
knowledge) of SZiva', … . As the title suggest, this Tantra belongs to the Bhairavaagamas, and along
with Maalinivijaya and Paraatriszikaa it is among the most revered Tantrik texts of the tradition.
The title has been explained as 'the (mystic) knowledge of the Ultimate Reality (named Bhairava in
this tradition)'. Vijñaana implies here experimental knowledge, pure consciousness, awareness, rather
than analytical knowledge. It refers to the aim of the text, i.e. to lead to a state of entering Divine
Consciousness.1 (…) … Bhairava is of the nature of pure I-consciousness (ahamm) which is therefore
resounding in every conscious being. He pervades, sustains and absorbs the univers. He liberates
beings from the fear (bhaya) of sammsaara and he illumines everything with his light (bhaa).2 (…) … In
the words of Lilian Silburn: “What the AAgamas offer us of the deepest and most original expressions
of the mystical experience is found in condensed form in the Vijñaana Bhairava”.3 (…)
A complete SZaivaagama consist of four sections or parts (paada), concerning ritual (kriyaa), way of life
(caryaa), philosophy (vidyaa) and spiritual practice (yoga). The Vijñaana Bhairava is only concerned with
yoga, and the philosophical background is presupposed but not explained, and it has to be
complemented by other Tantras and basic texts of the Kashmir SZaiva tradition.
As most SZaivaagamas, the Vijñaana Bhairava is also presented in the form of a dialogue between SZiva
and SZakti, or Bhairava and Bhairavi.4 (…)
The Vijñaana Bhairava teaches 112 methods or means of concentration of union with the Divine,
traditionally called dhaaran_aas. However, the text itself does not speak of dhaaran_aas. It calls these ways
'undistracted instructions' (nistaran4ga upadesza, verse 139) or spiritual instructions leading the mind to
an undistracted 'waveless' state.5 (…) The dhaaran_aas contained in a single verse can be practices
individually, since every one leads to the goal. … every method or practice is complete in itself, and
yet there is a certain order and grouping of dhaaran_aas in a mystical progression. (…) … a group of
dhaaran_aas which is very prominent in the Vijñaana Bhairava [is] the meditation on the Void or
emptiness: szuunya. Many experiences and practices aim at emptying the mind of its oscillating thoughts
(vikalpa) and making it supportless (niraadhaara), in this way gaining access to a state of pure
consciousness. One way of entering the void is to focus one's awareness on the void between any two
states, movements, breaths or thoughts. It is a practice of centring (madhya), which could be called the
fundamental theme of the Vijñaana Bhairava.6 (…) But there are various others ways of entering the
Void, related to the body, the senses and the universe. Even ordinary experiences can lead to a
transcendental state, if they happen in a state of awareness … . (…) This text is unique in that
everything, from the most daily experience to the most sublime contemplation, can be used for
attaining God Consciousness. It offers thus a practical application of the Trika maxim that “everything
is contained in everything” (sarvamm sarvaatmakam), and that everything is a manifestation of the
supreme, Divine Consciousness.7
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In the present state of our knowledge, it is impossible to give the exact date of Vijñaana Bhairava. The
earliest reference to it is found in Vaamananaath’s Advayasampatti-vaarttika. It is likely that
Vaamananaatha may be the same as Vaamana, the celebrated writer on Poetics who flourished during the
reign of King Jayaapida of Kashmir (779-813 A.D.). If that be so, then it can be easily said that Vijñaana
Bhairava was very well known in the 8th century A.D. Perhaps, it may have been compiled a century
earlier.8
The Tradition that it embodies goes back to the origin of Tantrism in India, but its writing form has
hardly been received before the 6th century A.D.9
Important bases of the dhaa ran_ aa s recommended10
1. Praa n_ a
According to Indian Philosophy, between the body and manas or mind, there is praan_a which serves as
a link between the two. Praan_a is not mind; it is insentient, but it is not like gross physical energy. It is
subtle biological energy which catches the vibrations of the mind and transmits them to the nerves and
plexuses and also physical vibrations to the mind. By controlling the mind one can control the praan_a,
and by controlling the praan_a one can control the mind.
According to SZaivaagama, praan_a is not something alien to sammvit or consciousness, but the first evolute
of sammvit (Praak sammvit praan_e parin_ataa). In the process of creation sammvit or consciousness is at first
transformed into praan_a. So praan_a is a phase of consciousness itself. (…) The word praan_a is … used in
three senses – (1) in a general sense of praan_a-szakti or live-force, (2) in a specific sense according to
the various biological functions, and (3) in the sense of breath. (…)
Uccaara is the natural characteristic of praan_a. Uccaara means expression in the form of naada or soundsubtle, inarticulate, or unmanifest and moving upward. The unmanifest, inarticulate sound of naada is
know as varn_a. (…) Abhinavagupta gives the following description of this naada:
“ @kae nadaTmkae v[R> svRv[Riv…agvan! ,
“ sae=nStimtÍpTvadnaht #haeidt> .

Tantraaloka VI, 217

“There is one varn_a in the form of naada (sound vibration) in which lie all the varn_as (letters) latently
in an undivided form. As it is ceaseless, it is called anaahata i.e. unstruck, natural, spontaneous,
uncaused.” As all the varn_as (letters) originate from this naada, therefore, is it called varn_a
proleptically. (…)
““ s&iÚsmarbIj c tSy muOy< vpuivRdu> .

Tantraaloka V, 132

“There srrswtti bija and sam_haara bija are its main forms”. (…) sa is the srrswtti bija or the mystic letter
denoting expiration and ha is the sam_haara bija or the mystic letter denoting inspiration. In verses 155
and 156 of VijñaanaBhairava is given the process by which this naada expresses itself in the breath of
every living creature. (…) Thus the empirical individual always recites this mantra ham_sahh. (…) Since
the repetition is automatic, it is known as ajapaa japa i.e. a repetition of the mantra that goes on
spontaneously without anybody’s effort. This ham_sahh (I am He i.e. I am SZiva or the Divine) is the aadi
praan_a i.e. initial praan_a which is the first evolute or transformation of consciousness. (…)
2. Japa
Japa is not the muttering of some sacred formula, Japa, in its real sense, is the bhaavanaa or
contemplation on one’s essential Self. Kswemaraaja in his commentary on III, 27 of the SZiva-suutras puts
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the idea of japa beautifully: “SvaTmdevtaivmzaRnvrtavtRnaTma jpae jayte ,” “Japa consists in the
repetition of constant contemplation on the deity that is one’s own essential Self. (…) Abhinavagupta
also gives expression to the same idea about japa in Tantraaloka (I, 90). “tTSvÍp< jp> ‡ae¥ae
…ava…avpdCyut> ,” “Japa freed of all ideas of ens and non-ens is the constant contemplation of SZiva’s
nature.”11
3. Bhaa vanaa
Man’s mind manifests itself in all kinds of vikalpas or thought – constructs. Vikalpa is the very nature
of mind. If that is so, the aspirant should mentally seize one SZuddha or pure vikalpa, viz. of the highest
I-consciousness, of the real Self as being SZiva. He has to practise the bhaavanaa of this pure vikalpa.
Bhaavanaa is creative contemplation. Imagination plays a very large part in it. One has to imagine
oneself with all the faith and fervour at his command that he is SZiva. This szuddha vikalpa eliminates
all other vikalpas, or thoughts and a time comes when the szuddha vikalpa also ceases. Then the
empirical, psychological self is dissolved, and one is landed in one’s real metempirical, metaphysical
Self. (…) Bhaavanaa is the power of spiritual attention, a total dedication of the mind to one central
thought, a nostalgia of the soul, a spiritual thrust towards the source of one’s being.12
4. SZ ua nya
Contemplation of szuunya or void is another basis of dhaaran_aa recommended.13 The word szuunya means
void, a state in which no object is experienced. It has, however, been used in various senses in this
system. (…) The main philosophical sense of szuunya, … is given in the following verse quoted by
SZivopaadhyaaya in his commentary on verse 127 of Vijñaanabhairava:
svaRlMbnxmERÌ svRt≈⋲vErze;t> ,
svRKlezazyE> zUNy< n zUNy< prmawRt> .
“That which is free of all supports whether external existents like jar o flower or internal existents like
pleasure, pain or thought, that which is free of all tattvas or constitutive principles, or the residual
traces of all kleszas, that is szuunya. In the highest sense, it is not szuunya as such (i.e. as non-existence)”.
Avidyaa, asmitaa, raaga, dveswa, and abhinivesza i.e. primal ignorance, the feeling of I-ness, attraction,
repulsion and fear of death are considered to be kleszas. (…) … SZiva is full and free and fundamental
ground of all that is known as void, from whom all the tattvas arise and in whom they are all
dissolved. Since SZiva or foundational consciousness cannot be described in words or any
determination of thought, therefore, is He called szuunya. (…) “It is the absolute Being, that state which
abides as transcendent and absolute peace.” Svacchanda Tantra IV, 29314
5. Experience of Vastness or Extensive Space15
Experience of a vast, extensive space without any trees, etc. has no definite, concrete object as
aalambana or support for the mind. In such a condition, the vikalpas or thought-constructs of the mind
come to a dead stop, and super-sensuous Reality makes its presence felt.
6. Intensity of experience
Even in the intensity of sensuous experience, one can have the experience of the Divine, provided one
is careful to track the joy felt on such occasions to its source. The text gives several examples of the
intensity of experience. The first one is the joy felt in sexual intercourse mentioned in the verses 6970. (…) Sex is an example of the joy of intensive experience derived from sparsza or contact. Verse 71
which describe the intensive experience of joy at the sight of a friend or relative is an example of the
joy of ruupa or visual perception. Verse 72 gives an example of the joy of rasa or taste and verse 73
gives an example of the joy of szabda or sound.
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7. Mudraa s and AA sanas
Various mudraas are recommended as helpful in dhaaran_aas. Mudraa is a technical term meaning a
particular disposition and control of the organs of the body as a help in concentration. (…)
AAsana means posture. Several aasanas are helpful in dhaaran_aa.
The following concepts have to be clearly grasped in order to be able to understand the dhaaran_aas
recommended in Vijñaanabhairava.
Kswobha
The word kswobha means mental agitation, disquiet, turmoil. Verse 74 says that wherever there
is tuswtti or mental satisfaction or joy, there the mind should be fixed. In all such joys or
intensive experience, it is implied that the fixation of the mind should be without kswobha or
mental agitation. When one is deeply moved by some beautiful object …, the attitude should
be “This beautiful tabernacle houses SZiva who is my own essential Self.” It is this attitude
which leads to the right dhaaran_aa based on aesthetic experience. If one’s mind is agitated by
such experience and he is carried away by sense-pleasure, he cannot have the proper dhaaran_aa..
He will be unable to utilize that experience for yogic purposes. As Spandakaarikaa puts it:
yda ]ae…> ‡lIyet tda Syat! prm< pdm!
(I, 9)
“When the mental turmoil disappears, it is only then that the highest state is attained.”
Vikalpa
A vikalpa is a thought-construct. (…) Vikalpa may refer to various things of the external world
like tree, flower, river, etc. or various images, fancies, etc. of the mind. … ; mind constructs a
‘particular’ by means of thought which it marks off from the rest of the world or from other
ideas. (…) Vikalpas are concerned with particulars. Secondly, vikalpas are relational i.e. there
is always a subject-object relationship in vikalpas. Reality is non-relational, there is no object
outside Reality. Therefore vikalpas are unable to grasp Reality.
There is, however, one szuddha or pure vikalpa, namely, the ‘thought that I am SZiva’. By the
bhaavanaa or creative contemplation of this vikalpa, all other vikalpas are eliminated. Finally
this vikalpa also disappears and one is landed in a nirvikalpa or thought free state which
denotes the awareness of Reality.
Madhyavikaa sa (The development of the middle state)16
When the praan_a or exhalation arising from the centre of the body does not return from the dvaadaszaanta
(a distance of 12 fingers in the outer space) for a split second and the apaana or inhalation arising from
the dvaadaszaanta does not return from the centre for a split second, this is known as madhyadaszaa. By
intensive awareness of this madhyadaszaa, there is madhya vikaasa or the development of the middle
state. (…) Suutra 17 of Pratyabhijñaahrrdayam says: “mXyivkasaiCcdanNdla…>“ which means “By the
development of the madhya (middle or centre) is there acquisition of the bliss of Cit”.
What is this madhya (middle or centre)? Kswemaraaja explains it in the following way in his
commentary on above suutra. “Sammvit or the Universal Consciousness is the centre of every thing, for
everything depends on it for its existence. In the empirical order sammvit is at first transformed in to
praan_a. Assuming the role of praan_aszakti, resting in the planes of buddhi, body, etc., it abides
principally in the madhya naaddi, in the innermost central channel of praan_a in the spinal column. When
the praan_aszakti in the central channel develops or when the central Universal consciousness develops in
any other way, one acquires the bliss of universal consciousness and becomes liberated while living.”
So madhya-vikaasa means the development of the met-empirical or universal consciousness. In such
state citta or the individual empirical consciousness is transformed into citi or the met-empirical
consciousness.
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Index of the dhaa ran_ aa s according to the attention, meditation or contemplation objects
and (+) topics of the final verses
. Breath, praan_aayaama, hammsa: 24, 25, 26, 27, 64 + 155, 156
. Cakras and szakti: 28, 29, 30, 31
. Void: 32, 33, 39, 40, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 58, 59, 122, 134
. Light or inner fire, the heart hrrdya: 34, 49
. Central Naaddi or suswumnaa: 35
. Bindu and Naada: 36, 37 y 38
. The five senses-organs: 67, 117, 136
_ hearing: 41, 73, 90
_ gaze: 60, 71, 76, 84, 115, 119, 120
_ touch: 69
_ taste: 72
. Uccaara, mantras and japa: 42, 81, 90, 91, 130 + 145, 155
. Dvaadaszaanta superior, interior and exterior. 51, 55
. Body, world, universe: 52, 53, 63, 65, 82, 83, 92, 93, 102, 107, 110, 111, 112, 118, 133
. Fusion, re-absorption and dissolution: 54, 56, 138
. Essential nature of SZiva: 57, 85, 86, 87, 97, 100, 109, 132 + 152
. Interspace, in between, no duality: 61, 62, 68, 75, 103, 123, 125, 126, 135, 137
. Mental perceptions: 66, 70, 74, 88, 89, 94, 99, 104, 105, 106, 108, 116, 121, 124, 127, 128, 129, 131
. Mudraas: 77, 80, 113
. Bodily Postures: 78, 79, 114
. Maayaa and his coverings: 95, 96, 98, 101
. + Meditation, worship, oblation and sacrifice: 146, 147, 149, 150, 153, 154
. + Disciples, masters and teaching: 157, 158, 159, 161

